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(Weekly Student Newspaper)

FIFTH CERVANTES
CELEBRATION HELD
HERE ON SUNDAY
321st Anniversary of Death
Of Cervantes Is
Honored
IS FIFTH

CELEBRATION

Spanish Folk Dancing Was
Presented
Last Sunday, April 25, was the
date of the fifth annual Cervantes
celebration, held at Rollins in
commeimoration of the 321st anniversary of the death of Miguel de
Cervantes—the famed Spanish author of "Don Quixote".
The purpose of the celebration
is to venerate Spanish contributions to civilization, and it was
sponsored by the Spanish Institute
of Florida. Representatives of
Spanish groups in several Florida
colleges and universities, as well
as delegates from the Spanish
clubs of Jacksonville and Tampa,
attended the Cervantes Celebration, of which Celestina G. Vega,
Jr., of Tampa is the present chair-

PICIUHE BEING
"La Maternelles" Is To -Be
Given In Russell
Theatre
AFTERNOON,

EVENING

student Prices Are Set At
20 Cents

"La Mafcei-nelle", the famous
French motion picture which will
be shown in the Annie Russell
Theatre at Rollins CK)l]ege next
Tuesday aftemoon and evening.
May 4, is the story of Marie, a
tragic -little girl who spends her
The program opened at 11 A. M.
days in a day-nursery of Montwith the annual meeting of the
martre, and her evenings with her
Florida Chapter of the American
mother in sordid suiToundings.
Association of Spanish . Teachers,
Eventually her mother deserts
at which a lecture was delivered
about El Greco, the famous 16th her and little Marie, starving for
affection, becoanes at^ched to
century painter.
Rose, the new maid at the dayAfter a 1 o'clock luncheon at
nursery, who is a woiman of some
the commons, the celebration moveducation with a tragic past. After
ed to ihe Annie Russell Theatre,
a short time of happiness Marie
where a display of Spanish Memoloses her friend Rose who is to be
rabilia was exhibited in the
married to Dr. Libois. Little Ma"Green Room". On the Walls were
rie, left alone for a second time,
paintings by Velasquez, Ribera,
runs away from school to the
Coya, and El Greco; colored coats
docks, and there high above her
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
looms a bridge where two figures
ombrace. They are reflected in the
water below. Marie leans over to
spit at the reflection and to throw
a heavy stone that will shatter the
imag"€ hateful to her, and falls in.
She is rescued and revived. Then,
in a scene as moving as anything
ever filmed, the little outcast discovers that the doctor and Rose are
!s An Old Twelfth Century going to be married and take her
into their hearts and home.
Folk Dance
"La Maternelle" is being brought
IS I N THREE SCENES to Rollins CoUege for public presentation under the auspices of
Le Cercle Francais of Rollins. PerThis morning at the 11:55 A. M. formances will be given at 4 p.
a.ssembly, Mrs. Helen Rae present- m. and 8:15 p. m,. A special admised "Rameria", a Corpus Christi sion price of 20 cents has been
Catholic celebration which took set for students, and 35c for others.
place in the great cathedrals of
"The Literary Digest" writes of
18th century Spain.
» "La Maternelle" that it is the
This colorful production was "greatest film ever made . . . to
enacted by Rollins Music Conser- make international picture hisvatory students, and students of toiy." According to the "New
folk-dancing.
York Times", it "belongs among
"Romeria" is of extreme inter- the great Eui-opean screen dramas
est from an historical viewpoint. of childhood." The "News-Week"
Among its many dances, one of speaks of it as "one of the best
them dates from the 12th century, films ever made in any language,"
and is the only one yet danced in and "Time" hails it as "one of the
front of a church altar. This authentic masterpieces of the condance, known as "Los Seises", has temporary cinema".
never before appeared in the
Presentation of this gi-eat French
United States. Another part of masterpiece at Rollins College is
the celebration features dances and announced as the forerunner of a
songs of the ITth century.
series of other foreign pictures
"Romeria" is in three scenes, and which will be shown from time to
the combination of vivid and beau- time in the Annie Russell Theatre
tiful costumes, with Spanish mu- under the auspices of modem lansic, songs, dances, and imp!:essive guage groups. Next year- it is
scenery, make this rare production
^ Continued on page 2, col. 3)
outstandingt The celebration is
comprised not only of religious
solemnity, but also of miich gaiety
and humor. Several dances, as well
as a medieval pantomine, are most
amusing.

HELEN RAE

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28, 1937

Tentative Program of Joint Convention of
FIPA and FSGA
FRIDAY, APRIL 30
9:00 A. M. Registration in Carnegie Hall.
9:30 A. M. Officers' Meeting.
10:00 A. M. Joint Meeting, Dean Enyart, Dean of Men, R'llins College presiding.
Bryant Prentice, President, Rollins College Student Council, Address
of Welcome.
,
Professor Wattles, Rollins College. Student Writing
Student Affairs.
10:45 A. M. Convention Photograph.
11:15 A. M. Separate Meetings.
Florida Student Government Association. Mary Jeanne McKay, F. S.
W. C, presiding. Speakers: Representative from Southern; Representative from Stetson.
Florida Inter-Collegiate Press Association, Robert Van Beynum, Rollins College, presiding. Speakers: R. B. Huffman, St. Petersburg Junior
College; James Darr, University of Miami.
1:00 P. M. Luncheon. Dr. Richard Burton,*Rol]ins College, Speaker. The Possibilities of Education Through the Motion Picture,
2:00 P. M Joint Meeting. Dr. Grover, Rollins College, presiding.
Subject: The,Place of the Column in the College Newspaper.
Student speakers: Steven Bamberger, Fred Liberman, Rollins College.
2:45 P. M. Separate Meetings.
F. S. G. A. Speaker: Representative from University of Miami.
F. I. P. A. Speaker: Sarah Sealey, F. S. W. C.
3:30 P. M. Committee Meetings.
7:00 P. M President Hamilton Holt, Rollins College, speaker. From Editor to College President.
!):00 P. M Dance at the Kappa Alpha House.
10:00 A M
11:00 A M
12:00 M
1:00 P. M.
4:00 P. M.
7:00 P. M.
9:00 P. M.

SATURDAY, MAY 1
Joint Meeting, Dean Anderson, Dean of Rollins Coliege, presiding. Alfred J. Hanna, Rollins Coliege, The Rollins Plan.
Separate Meetings.
F. S. C. A. Speaker: Hubert C. Schucht, University of Florida.
F. L P. A. Speaker: Representative of Southern.
F. S. C. A. Speaker: Bryant Pientice, Rollins College.
F. I. P. A. Speaker: Representative of University of Florida.
Luncheon. Speaker: Dr. Chalmers. Subject: Sit-Down Strikes.
18th Annual State Intersholastic Swimming Meet. Exhibitions by Miss
Katherine Rawls and Ralph Flanagan.
Dinner honoring Rex Beach. Invitation to attend extended to all. Speakers: Rex Beach, President Holt, Dr. Charles Northern.
All-college dance given hy the Student Association at Dubsdread Country Club.

A meeting of the German Club
was held at the home of Doctor
Feuerstein, Tuesday night, April
27. There was general discussion
caiTied on in German. This was
followed by a lecture on some current topics. A play was given and
the meeting adjourned after singing of songs.
This club is open to all students
of G<"rman who are interested in
the language. These meetings are
held every Tuesday night at the
home of Doctor Feuei-stein.

By Staff Reporter
Mila Gibbons, who has been
teaching dancing at Rollins College for two yeai-s, is sailing for
France at ths end of May. She is
to dance at the Paris Exposition
in June, and to give a summer
:ourse in Savo dui-ing July and
August. Before leaving this country, however, she will give two recitals in the north, one in Princeton, New Jei-sey, on May 18, another in New York on May 22.
Jack Carter, the talented young
pianist who graduated from Rollins College last year, and is now
syadying with Emest Hutchinson
in New York, will play for both
recitals. He has already accom-
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MacARTHUR, GUPPY
AND WHITELAW TO
HEAD PUBLICATIONS
Student Editors Elected For
1937-38 Tuesday
A'f ternoon

TO HONOR m
BEACH. AUTHOO
Was

Graduate of Rollins
College In Class
Of 1897

ORLANDO COUNTRY CLUB
Is Tenth Anniversary of His
Presidency
Rex Beach, the autihor, a graduate of Rollins College in the class
of 1897, will be honored at a testimonial dinner to be held Saturday night. May 1st, at the Country
Club of Orlando under the auspices of the Rollins Alumni Association, it is announced.
The occasion of the dinner is the
tenth anniversary of. Rex Beach's
presidency of the RoUins College
Alumni Association.
Invitations
are being issued by the Alumni
Council to friends of the College
and of Mr. Beach.

GUPPY HEADS FLAMINGO
Fuller, Barr, and Lonsdale
Are Business Managers
On Tuesday afternoon, April 27,
the Publications Union met in Professor Wattles' room to elect the
student publications heads for
1937-38.
Following the meeting it was
announced that Robert MacArthur
had been elected to be Editor of
the Sandspur, and George Fuller
was to be the Business Manager.
Malcolm Whitelaw is to be Editor of the Tomokan, the year book,
for next year with John Lohsdale
serving as Business Manager.
The Flamingo for 1937-38 has
for its new Editor, Patricia Guppy,
and for its Business Manager, William Barr.
Paul Twachtman was elected
Advertising Commissioner and will
have charge of the advertising for
all of the student publications.
Cetrulo, who was elected Editor
of the "R" Book a month ago, will
have Paul Twachtman as his Business Manager.
All four of the editors will be
seniors next year with the exception of Dante Cetrulo who will be

All four business managers will
Florida leaders in the various be seniors except George Fuller
fields of activity in which Mr. who will be a junior.
who wis-h to make
Beach, as a noted Floridian, has
sure of the correct spelling of
achieved distinction will speak
their names on their diplomas
briefly, according to Professor A,
should check with the Dean's
J. Hanna of Rollins College, chairOffice immediately.
man of the Rollins Alumni CounSubject Was "Conqueror Or
Invitations Are Extended To cil. It is planned to have brief
discussions relating to the realm
Captive"
Interested Students
of fiction, drama, agriculture,
sportsmanship
and other fields in
NEWTON SCHOOL DEAN
TROWBRIDGE WILL TALK which Mr. Beach has achieved dis- Subject of Sermon to Be "The
Solitary Way"
tinction as one of Florida's outThe semion in the Knowles
The International Relations Club standing citizens.
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, May
IS ALUMNUS OF ROLLINS
will meet tomorrow at the Theta
As an undergraauate at Rollins,
25, was given by Dr. Vaughan
Lodge. There will be the usual
Dabney, Dean of the Andover NewFlorida Association of Col- supper for the regular members at Rex Beach distinguished himself The speaker at the Morning
ton Theological School in Newton
as
a
student
journalist
and
allleges Convenes
6:30, and because the subject of
Meditation in the Chapel next
Centre, Massachusetts. His subthe meeting will be of interest to round star athlete. Thirty years Sunday, May -2, is to be the Revject was "Congueror or Captive".
many students who are not neces- after his graduation he received erend J. Delman Kuykendall, minDr. Dabney talked in a fnendly, DOYLE NEW PRESIDENT
sarily interested in international from his alma mater the honoi-ary ister of the Plymouth Congregainformal way which greatly aprelations, we are extending a cor- degree of Doctor of Literature in tional Church in Coconut Grove,
pealed to the students. His text
This year the fourth annual dial invitation to any who would recognition of his fame as an Florida. Dr. Kuykendall is an
was taken from the eighth chap- meeting of the Florida Association
Aimeriean writer.
like to join us at 7:30.
honorary alumnus of Rollins, havter of Romans, 22nd verse, and of Colleges and Universities held
The meeting will be devoted to
Assisting Professor Hanna in ar- ing received the degree of Doctor
from, the eighth chapter of Phil- its meeting on the twenty-third
discussion of the many and varied ranging the testimonial dinner is of Divinity here in 1930. Many
lipians, 12th verse. The statement and twenty-fourth of April on the
opportunities for summer work, a committee composed of Raymond will remember him for his prethat man was a captive appeared campus of Florida .Southern Coltravel in this country and Europe, W. Greene, Wint^er Park, head of vious address before the college
in the first part of the text, and lege at Lakeland, Florida. Each
conferences and the like. The four an alumni group; John A. Nichols, group.
the statement that man was a con- year this group of educators meets
summers during our college life are Asheville, N. C, chairman of a stuAfter studying theology at the
queror appeared in the second pai"t. to discuss some important phase of
the last onM many of us will have dent committee; and Raymer F. College of the Pacific, Dr. KuykenHow man can be both at the same education such as "What May We
in which to do as we please, and
time was the theme of Dr. Dab- Expect of Education", which was
Maguire, Orlando, chairman of an dall served as minister of several
it is up to us to make the most
northern churches before acceptney's sermon.
advisory committee.
the topic chosen for this meeting. of them.
Dr. Dabney clo'sed with a last- Representing Rollins College here,
Among the speakers will be: ing the call to Coconut Grove. He
Opportunities open to us this
is affiliated with the Vanderbilt
ing quotation: Our wills are ours, were the following:
summer include such things as con- Mrs. Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, University School of Religion, and
we know not how; Our will, O God, Dean Anderson, ex-President of
ferences lasting for a week, work Coah Jack McDowall, Mr. Jaimes is also a Director of the Atlanta
make Thcu Thine.
the Association; Miss Packham, camps for six weejcs, travel abroad E. Wall, Jr., Dr. Charles Northen,
The call to worship was given by Professor of Education; Miss for two months, so one can find President Hamilton Holt, and Mr. Theological Seminary.
Paul Parker, and the litany was Treat, Registrar; Dr. Enyart, Dean almost anytliing to suit his pocket- Beach.
The subject of Dr. Kuykendall's
lead by Rebecca-Ann Holt. The of Men; Dr. Melcher, Professor of book, his time, and interests.
The student coniimittee in charge sermon this Sunday is to be "The
other student readers were George Business Administration, and ProSolitary Way", and it is hoped that
Mr. Trowbridge, who has knowl- of arrangements consists of John
Fuller and Helene Key\\'an. The fessor' Wattles, Professor of Engall will avail themselves of the
edge and experience in these fields, Nichols, Henry Lauterbach, Myron
choir, un4er the direction of Mr. lish and Journalism.
great privilege of hearing him.
will lead the discussion, and sev- Savage, Charles Allen, John LonsThe conference officially started eral students will talk.
dale, Eichard Tully, and Ralph
at four o'clock in the afternoon
Little.
with a meeting of the Executive
Committee at the New Florida Hotel. At six-thirty o'clock there was
a dinner meeting at the same place
at which Dr. R. L. Eyman spoke
By PEGGY WHITELY
Lillias Parker, pianist, will give
teased the audiences with the repanied Miss Gibboys, having play- on the change in content and emOrchids to the Phi Delta Thetas, nfoval of one after another "this" her senior recital tonight at 8:15
ed for "Cross Current" the modem phasis in the curricula of elemenballet given at the Annie Russell tary and secondary schools, follow- the gorgeous things! Where bur- and "that" down to practically P. M. in the Annie Russell TheaTheatre here last year. Because ed by Dr. Ludd M. Spivey who lesque is concerned, they are the nothing but her smile. Her bashThe program is as follows:
of the short time between now and spoke of the necessity of teaching queens! Certainly hope no one ful and coy ways won their hearts
I
the Paris season. Miss Gibbons is the students to "Think". The next missed their show at the Gypsy completely.
leaving here on the first of May. morning there was a Panel Dis- Fiesta, that is any of the students.
As for the chorus—they were the Sonata, Op. 31, No. 2--Beethoven
caission
at
which
each
college
gave
The faculty was there to the teeth daintiest dishes of all, as they
Largo; Allegi'o
In interviewing Miss Gibbons
Adagio
about her work and hei- plans, we a brief discussion of its own aim. and really seemed to enjoy it.
kicked their tootsies in the air, and
Prima Donna Sally Van Rand Jo Jo Wilson, the choms baby, surAllegretto
asked, of ourse, if she would be at During this general discussion other subjects were brought up, in- made a very successful debut. Her
,
II
Rollins next year.
prised
everyone
by
practically
"No," she said, "a dance studio cluding what the different colleges calm and serenely beautiful face stealing the show—a hidden talent Rhapsody, Op. 79, No. 2 Brahms
and advance group need some fi- are doing for the inferior and su- lifted proudly skywafd above her vulgarly known as trucking—and Intermezzo, Op. 118, No. 1..Brahms
perior
student
and
what
uses
are
fans (palm leaves), and her quaknancial backing to get a start. Rolbringing down the house (fencing Prelude, Fugue et Variations
ing knees are things most of us
-— Fx'anck-Bauer
lins College with its wide range of being made of tests.
To the office of President for will never forget. And what a platform) with requests for enIII
interest is an ideal place for such
cores.
She gave one, bul we felt
Reflets dans I'Kau
Debussy
an enterprise. And Dr. Holt has the coming year. Dr. Doyle, Regis- figure!
Then there was Gypsy Rose that we would liked to have seen Ondaluza
de Falla
made every effort to raise money trar of Florida State College for
Women, was elected.
Taulbee, who, most professionally.
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
Stude in D flat Major
Liszt
NOTICE

DftBNE! SUNDAY

MEEIG HELD
AT

Mila Gibbons Will Leave Campus in May,
Go to Paris to Dance For Exposition

German Club Meets
At Home of Doctor
Feuerstein Tuesday

(Complete Campus Coverage)

RELATIONS GLOB
MEETS T

KUYKENOALLWILL
SPEAK IM CHAPEL

Lillias Parker Will
Burlesque Talent of Campus is
Give Senior Recital
Uncovered in Opportunity Review Tonight In Theatre

$540.16 MADE FROM GYPSY FIESTA LAST THURSDAY

THE

FRENCH CINEMA
BE SHOWN HERE

Review of The Week's News
By FRED LIBERMAN

ROLLINS

Leaving Rollins

Riots in "Heaven"
Y'oung Republicans, the City Fu- planned to bring Spanish, German
The bald headed Father Divine, sion group and the Progressives. and Italian as well as additional
negro spiritual leader, was arWashington sent notice that the French pictures for the benefit of
rested last week on a charge of President would step into the city those who wish to take advantage
stabbing a process server's friend, campaign if Tammany resorts to of this means of broadening their
but to the joy of followers he was slandering the Mayor with the education.
Tickets for admittance to "La
released on bail.
charge of Communism. Such tacThe trouble started when the tics on the part of Tammany would Maternelle" are on sale a t the
process server tried to hand Divine be construed as an attack on the Bookery and the Sandspur Bookshop in Winter Park and at the
a summons; whereupon the Fath- New Deal.
er's "angels" beat up the process
President Roosevelt disclaimed Information Desk in Cai'negie Hall
server and a reporter, in addition any intention of calling a world at Rollins College.
to stabbing the third man.
conference a t this time to discuss
Before the police arrived Divine trades and armaments as suggesthad escaped, but was found a few ed in British and German circles.
The House of Representatives
days later hiding in the cellar of
his "heaven" in Milford, Connecti- authorized a five million dollar apcut. He was returned to New propriation for a federal participaYork where, after being "visited'' tion in the New York World's Fair
By shooting radium-rays through
by his admirers (the "angels") who in 1939.
queen bees. Dr. Lloyd R. Watson,
prayed and sang for him, he
The President sent to the Senate of Alfred University, ho^>es to proMILA GIBBON.^
released in $500 bail.
nominations to diplomatic posts— duce a stingiess variety.
The Associated Press and the Mrs. J. B. Harriman to Noi-way; , If this summer's experiments
American Newspaper Publishers John Cudahy, Minister to the Irish should lead to the secret of a new
Association held their annual Free State; J. Drexel Biddle, Jr, kind of bee, a kind that will have
meetings in New York during the Ambassador to Poland.
only harmless stingers or lack
past week.
them entirely, the United States
The guest speaker at the A. P.
can become a country of stingiess
luncheon was Daniel C. Roper, the
bees by 1940, he said.
Secretary of Commerce. Roper
(Continued •
1 page 1, col. 3)
In the trial and error experiappealed for closer co-operation bements. Dr. Watson will expose fer- for the .=itudio amongst the people
tween the press and government,
tile queen bees to radium in hopes
rested
in
this
special field,
If the large numbers of people
especially in the solving of two of
that* their offspring may develop
ever, we have been unsuccessthe nation's greatest problems. had higher purchasing power, they stinger peculiarities.
ful until now, and the dance studio
could
incerase
their
life
span
by
These problems he designated as
"We see no reason why it can't will have to wait a few years."
the need to make the people more at least seven years.
That is what Dr. Henry C. Sher- be done," said the Alfred profesVill you be coming back to
conscious of their responsibility
sor.
"We may have to try as
for law and order, and to stem the man, Mitchell Professor of Chemis- many as 10,000 times but by irradi- Amei'ica?" we asked.
tide of-rural folk moving to the try at Columbia University, told ating every fertile bee that comes
"I don't know. When I came to
he Academy of Medicine.
overcrowded cities.
through our laboratory, we hope Rollins rwo years ago to teach
They would be able to take full
Bennet Champ Clark, senator,
sooner or later to stumble across dancing and to form the Rollins
dvantage
of
new
knowledge
in
the
and son of the late Speaker of the
stingiess offspring."
dance group, I was eager to leave
House, Champ Clark, was the prin- field of nutrition, he said—advanPari^. Florida is a ime place withcipal speaker at the A. N. P. A.'s tage that could aid them in wardout too many big cities, and a good
ing
off
disease
as
well
as
senility.
golden anniversary. His speech
climate for dancing. I believe in
'Undoubtedly the great majority
was in the manner of a warning to
decentralizing, in spreading out.
the 600 publishers and newspaper of all people w'ill be benefited, the
Most good work is done quietly,
men present that the President's general level of the public health
away from the beaten ti-ack. Then
will
be
raised,
and
the
averages
of
plan amounted to the destruction
vital statistics improved at
To get behind the complexion of one may can-y it to a center, as
of the Supreme Court as it has
a.r and reveal its underlying I am doing now in returning to
existed since the founding of our many points by the simple taking
uses is the purpose of the new Paris. But why concentrate on
Republic and the setting up of a of a larger proportion of the needlutritional calories in the form course, "War and Peace" which the centers ? Aren't there also
new and inferior court.
of the protective foods.
will
be added to the curriculum of people away from the centers?
To the disgust of New York City
"Naturally, we also hope that a Hobart and William Smith Colleges
Republicans, Mayor Fiorello La
"Steamships, trains, airplanes
arger proportion of people will next year.
Guardia of that city openly supare there to give us a chance to
ioon have ampler purchasing powThe course wiil offer a scien- live apart from crowds and still
ported President Roosevelt for reer. We realize that right relations tific scrutiny of the cultural facelection last fall. La Guardia it
preserve a means of contact and
between purchasing power and the tors, the economic condiitons and
will be remembered was elected on
exchange. We need space to live
general level of prices is essential nationalistic politics which frea Fusion ticket aided by a great
and grow in, as surely as a dancer
to the ability of any community to quently lead to armed strife, andeal of Republican help.
needs uncluttered fToors from
get the full benefit of any new nounced Dr. William Alfred Eddy,
which to spring into far distant
Nevertheless, at this stage of
knowledge of nutrition," he ex- president.
directions, if not reaching stars, a t
the game there are quite a few
plained.
"War and Peace" will be elec- least making a gesture towards
.frroups backing La Guaixlia in his
For it is now clear to any one tive,-to juniors in completing their
them.
campaign for re-election next Nowho will study the evidence that four-year study of citizenship revember. Among them are the
I hope that someday Rollins will
nutrition has greater constructive quired of students at both colleges
potentiality than science has fore- who are working for their Bache- be able to resume its dance activities and build here a dance studio
seen ,and that even in the every- lor's degree.
which will be complete with folk
day choice of food we are dealing
How provoking incidents cause
th values which are above price war or may be prevented from art and folk dancing, recreational
for the health and efficiency, du- causing war will be studied. Ex- dancing, and theatrical dancing. I t
3n and dignity of human life." amples such as the assassination of is proof of Dr. Holt's imagination
and enterprise that dancing is BO
Archduke Ferdinand a t Sarajevo,
A "job-hunting school" a t Ohio the invasion of Manchuria and splendidly encouraged here at RolState University 'has been organ- Ethiopia and foreign intervention lins."
ized to teach seniors how to write in Spain will be considered.
We thanked Mila and left her.
letters of application and how to
The war-study will be divided We were sorry that the college had
face interviewers. Personnel manainto three parts, the first dealing to be deprived of such a valuable
&rs of several lai^ge companies
with the 1913 pre-war period. Ef- and cultural asset as dancing as
ill aid the instruction.
forts will be made to determine Mila teaches it. We.wish her luck
the effects of isolation and alli- in her new ventures. We shall
miss her.
Get that wave of ances.
distinction a t
PRIZES AWARDED
Honorable mention, Eugene C.
and remember
• White Flannels
The following Rollins College Townsend.
"Beauty ia a
students were awarded prizes a t
Interior Decoration:
Duty"
• Striped Serges
the Art Exhibition of the work of
First prize, $10—Helen Turner.
Universities, Colleges, and Art
• Palm Beach Trousers
History of Art;
Schools of Florida, under the ausParker
Vacuumatic
Pens
• Flannel-Tex
First prize, $5—John H. Lee.
pices of The Society of the Four
Parker
Pencils
Photogi-aph:
(Sanforized cotton)
Arts, Palm Beach, Florida, April
Ronson Lighters
22-May 9, 1937:
First prize, $5—James Haig.
• striped cotton Wash
Sculpture:
Hamilton and Elgin
Second prize, $3—John H. Lee.
Pants
Grand prize, $25—Carl M. Good.
Watches
Honorable mention, James Haig.
W E HAVE THEM IN LARGE
First prize, $10—Beverly Mar-

Stingless Variety
Of Bees Produced
By Lloyd Watson

MILA GIBBONS TO
LEAV^ ROLLINS

Course Un "War and
Peace" To Be Given
At Hobart Next Year

Cool Trousers
and Slacks

Whether i f s

Eda's

ASSORTMENTS

Grover Morgan

R.C, BAKER, INC

The Students Jeweler
Colonial Store
Phone 402

at the corner, downtown

I

FIFTH CERVANTES Reporter Takes Yoa From One End of
Gypsy Fiesta to Other-Telling
PROGRAMGIVEN
(Continued from page 1, c o l . l )

(Continued from page 1, col. 2)

Higher Purchasing
Power Will Increase
Span Of Human Life

WEDNESDAY. APRIL^jg^sy?

SANDSPUR

shall Jones.
Second prize, Walter Jordan.

of arms of illustrious Spanish
families; and pictures of famous
Medieval Spanish sculpture. Among
sevei-al most interesting antiques
were brocades, old Spanish altar
pieces, beautifully colored Seville
pottery, and an ancient Spanish
lamp and dagger. There w-as also
a com.b of amber shell, typical of
those worn by fair senoritas, and a
magnificent
Spanish fan with
soft coloring. Besides the display
of numerous Spanish books and
histories, there were many interesting copies of "Don Quixote",
some of which were printe
ral hundred years ago. Seven
very old colored tiles from a set
of 300 illustrating episodes fr
Don Quixote", made in Cuba, w
among the most interesting objects
in the entire exhibition.
At 2:30 p. m., a two hoiu"
tertainment was presented entirely
in Spanish in the Annie Russell
Theatre.
After a speech of introduction by
rs. Angelo Palomo Campbell,
professor of Spanish, "Romeria",
directed by Mrs. Helen Rae and
presented by Rollins students, was
given. "Romeria" is a CorpusChristi Celebration which was
enacted in the great cathedrals of
early 18th century Spain.
In the first scene the procession
narohed towards the church, carding the Holy Virgin. The second
scene comprised a most interesting dance called "Los Seises". This
dance has been given since the 12th
century, and besides being the only
dance yet performed before any
church altar, " Los Seises" has
never before been presented in the
I. A. In the third scene there
a secular celebration in the
garden of the church, during which
men and girls sang and performed
17th century dances. This scene
featured an amusing medieval
pantomine. The combination of
vivid costumes, music, songs,
dances, and veiy impx'essive scenery, made "Romeria" quite outtanding. Eleanor Geissen deserves
)raise on her excellent piano acompaniment. Howard Blachley
played the violin, Ted Klebsattel
played the guitar, and Broadus
Earle played the mandolin. They
did very well, and supplied rea
local color. Walter Royall as thi
High Priest sang beautifully, while
Charlotte Cadman and Will
i sang attractive solos. The
dancers in "Los Seises" were: Bill
P^ge, Will Vosburgh, Red and
Robin Rae, Foger Brindle, Fred
Blachley, Ted Klebsattel, Broadus
Earle, Edward Campbell, and Jack
man. The girls who danced
were: Charlotte Cadman, Marie
Howe, Patricia Guppy, Eleanor
sen, Virginia Biddle, and Mai-y
Meeker.
The pantonnnists were: Eleanor
Booth, Lois Raege, Bett Schoeing, Robin Rae, and Prof. John
Rae. Bob Spur was the announcer.
Following "Romeria", Spanish
song and dance was supplied by a
gay and vividly dressed chorus of
girls. The next events on the program were an exceedingly dramatic and well rendered poem by
Manuel Aparicio, and the "Jarabe
Tapatio"—an animated and colorful Mexican dance performed by
three couples.
Following these numbers, a one
act comedy in two scenes was
presented. It's name was "El Sexo
Debil"—"The Weaker Sex"— and
its author Antonio Ramos Martinez. The play concerns a m a m e d
couple and an engaged couple. The

By PEGGY WHITELEY
Last Thursday afternoon at four
o'clock ye Rollins Gypsy Fiesta
commenced down on the beautiful
shore of Lake Virginia. The spot
was really transfomied and built
up so quickly that it gave the impression of ha\ing been all set
down in one piece.
The n r s t impression you received
as you approached the Fiesta
grounds was massed bright colore,
from the GjT>sy ticket tent right
front of Rec Hall down the lake
front to the diving tower. Then
after your eyes got over the first
shock, they very likely tried to
pick a familiar face out of the
crowd, and what an ordeal that
was.
In a Gypsy costume or i
bandana disguise, most peopL
greatly resembled one another and
it was almsot inevitable that when
you went up to slap "Mame"
the back it turned out to l>e
"Gert" or "Daisy". So eventually
you plunged into the throng alone,
The first attraction to meet
your eyes was probably that tent

St. Petersburg Is
Sunniest Spot In U,
S. Says Professor
When St. Petersburg, Fla., was
named the sunniest spot in America by Harvard University meteorologists, California cities weire put
in the shade—at least relatively.
Data of the scientists ended the
long controversy between Florida
and California by showing that St.
Petersburg averages fewer than
five sunless days a year.
The sunniest spot in the west is
le
California-Arizona
border,
hich has more than 300 clear
days a year.
This information is only a porn of that gathered by Harvard
teorologists in completing, with
government scientists, the first "encyclopaedia'Vof climatic conditions
of North America and the West
es ever made.
ried couple is ruled by the husband "in true Spanish fashion",
and the engaged couple is ruled by
the lady. This comedy is extremely boisterous and amusing, as both
couples are always having violent
quarrels. After this play, there
was a duet by the Pividal Sisters,
following which Velia Martinez
did the "Baile de Capa"—Matador's Cape Dance. Flouris-hing a
great red cape, she very gracefully
imitated the motions of a bullfighter.
The last event on the program
was another typical native Mexican
dance called "Las Tehuanas",
danced by seven beautifully dressed senoritas. Thus ended the Cervantes Celebration, which was interesting, well produced, an<I entertaining.

Engraved Calling Card.s
100 for $I.6r> and up
Rytex Stationery—May Special

The Rollins Press Store, Inc.

TUXEDO TIME AGAIN!
How it does roll around! And i^ your tux is not spotless
lean and pressed, better s nd it now alon^ with its "stiff"
liii-t and collar. Libeial di count for ca,sh and canT.

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 K Park Ave.
Orlando 3176
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Dear Rollins College Students:

Classic
White
$16.75

BABY GRAND
THEATRE

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
Ifs the spring- fever . . . love is in

Well as time draws near to depart from school
please be sure not to depart from dressing well at
the same time. Everyone needs new sport dresses
not only for classes but to arrive home in . . . and
DICKSON-IVES is just the place to get these clothes.

'*^

"CALL IT A DAY"
OLIVIA DeHAVILANI
HUNTER
PA LOUISE

FRIDAY ONLY
the

Two Fine Cars

BANK NITE—$1000.00
—ON THE SCREEN—
"READY, ARLE AND WILLING''
Prom 2 P. M.
STARTS SATURDAY
The oM cow-hands go native, and
grass skirts keep them ga-ga!

cool, light, unupholstered
suit that washes and
cleans without shrinking. Single
and double breasted, plain and
sports models.

the

"WAIKIKI WEDDING"
with
BING CROSBY - BOB BURN'S
MARTHA RAYE

SPARKS*

BABY GRAND
THEATRE

I

i
Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

Leonard Refrigerators
Zenith Radios
ABC Washing Machines

WINTER PARK
ELECTRIC CO.
138 East Park Ave.
Phone 29

FINE USED CARS

Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.
330 N. Orange
Orlando

all

of wonders where sat the Oracle
of Delphi sponsored by Kappa Alpha. This was one tent you could
not pass without stopping, if just
for curiosity. Robert (Ghandi)
Belden sat before it, crofis-Ieg^ed
of course, in diapers and charmed
a snake. While Don Ogilvie, also
in diapei-s, pounded a mean drum
and Richard Belden barked a welcome. They added that "extra
something" with snatches of "and
the next wife told her tale" and
promises of a real Indian snake
dancer which came later on in the
evening, courtesy of Jessie Steele.
From then on your life was not
youi- own. You not only had to
stop at each stand and shell out
twenty cents or so in order to pacify your friends, but beings you
scarcely knew shouted things that
made you a positive heel if you
tried to whiz p a s t
So you bought straw flower
bouquets from wandering Gypsy
girls, peanuts and popcorn from
the Rho Lambda Nu boys, and
fudge from strolling Alpha Phis.
At the Theta Kappa Nu stand a
lineup of voices in unison, representing a full choi-us from sopranohygeena to a vile bass, talked up
hot dogs, orange juice, hamboigers.
and ice ci-eam. Further on the
Kappa pirate Gypsies sold out their
Treasure Chest, and the Gamma
Phi Wishing Well shot its presents
around on the little Choo-Choo.
One of the highlights of thr
Fiesta wai! the Theta Pony Ring
which attracted the children in
swarms. Another was the boat
rides by Johnnie Lonsdale.
Special features were given in
Rec Hall, such as the Pi Phi style
V which was excellently done
except when several pairs of quite
unexpected shoes held the audis attention—mistakes we hope.
Folk Dancing was another atti-action which was given there in
spasims.
The Mulecart Players took the
cake. Extemporaneous ia scarcely the appropriate word, but it
a grand success. Good clever
fun thrown in buckets.
Then wo all visited Madame
Zora, acquired rosy futures and
s greatly entertained by her
philosophy of life. By this time
black night had fallen upon us and
the time was ripe for the diving
hibition—so Johnny
Nichols,
Tommy Costello and Jimmy Bowen
dove into circles of flame while we
at and swatted mosquitoes.
*
Altogether it was a pip of a
good day and Fiesta and shouki be
done more often, even after we
have tennis courts enough for all.

On the fourth floor of DICKSON-IVES we find the
economy shop with inexpensive dresses for school
and on the second floor we find the Better Dress
Shop and the Nelly Don shop all three just the places
for you to get these clothes that the old sleuth knows
you need so badly.
DICKSON-IVES wants everyone of Rollins College
girls to arrive home looking like a girl out of Vogue
so be sure to get your sport dress to arrive home in.
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Rex Beach Could Not be
Called a "Model*' Student
There is a moral somewhere in this story.
Next Saturday nig-ht, May 1, a testimonial dinner will be held ir
honor of Rex Beach, the author, upon the occasion of his tenth anniversary as the president of the RolHns College Alumni Association.
Announced as an all-Florida tribute, the testimonial identifies Rex
Beach as the most famous aluannus of Rollins College.
Yet Rex Beach was not exactly
a "model" student at Rollins
guished alumnus. Recognition of
fact, it is common knowledge that this prestige came to him in 1927
he was something of a cut-up and when Rollins conferred upon him
Chat occasionally he ran afoul of the honorary degree of Doctor of
the rigid restrictions which
Literature. The same y ^ r he bein effect at Rollins in the so-called came president of the Rollins
"Gay Nineties",
Alumni Association.
A search of the records reveals
that one Rex E. Beach and five
other boys were required to appear
before the-faculty on December 13,
1892, to receive a personal admonition from President Hooker (Rollins' first president) for the "seriThe surge toward social
ous" offense of sailing on Sunday. by Harvard University's freshmen
In contrast to this restriction of in "prelim" choices of major fields
45 years ago, students of Rollins may upset the intellectual balance
are encouraged nowadays to make of the college, it was disclosed by
use of the facilities of Lake Vir- Pres. James B. Conant.
ginia by sailing and swimming to
About 36 per cent of the sophotheir heai-t's content,
more-to-be have shown preference
But the offense of Rex Beach for for economics, government and
"sailing" on Sunday was not his history. The trend toward the solast infraction of the rules. A few cial sciences is revealed by the demonths later he was "indefinitely cline of other subjects.
suspended" because he and a group
Last year English attracted 109
of other boys attended an enter- freshmen in this vote; this year
tainment in Orlando in "open de- only 86. Romance languages dropfiance of i-ules". Thirteen days ped from 53 to 37 and classics
later, it is recorded, "at a meeting from 20 to 16.
of the faculty a letter from Rex
The definite about-face in stuBeach was read making apolog;
dent interest from English to the
and asking to be readmitted to the social sciences is highly signifischool. It was voted that he be cant, stated Dr. Conant. Ten years
permitted to return on probatii
ago, English dominated the other
next term on making suitable fields.
apology and promises."
This trend, "if it continues in the
This occun-ed in March, 1893,
me direction at the same rate
and from then on young Mr. Beach for another decade might well
was obviously in the good graces prove disastrous," explained the
of the faculty because he remained Harvard president in his annual
as a student until 1896 when he report.
left to study law in Chicago.
From the point of view of mainAn an undergi-aduate. Rex Beach taining a proper intellectual climade something of a name for mate in Hai-vard College, the dishimself as an athlete. He was a tribution of the student body
pitcher on the college baseball among the various subjects is of
team and a member of the tennis great significance.
squad. According to old clippings
am convinced that, many of
on file at the College, he had a the imost important effects of an
capacity for gymnastics and arose education are brought about indito the rank of a student assistant rectly.
in the gymnasium.
But clearly if certain important
Rex Beach went out into the subjects have almost no represenworld to win distinction as the pro- tation, then the indirect influence
lific author of best-sellers and to of these branches of knowledge
win fame as Rollins' most distin- becomes negligible.
"If all the students who come
into contact with each other soially in a certain group are interested in the same general field
of study, the conditions for a libal education are not favorable.
Dr. Conant expressed the hope,
The Rollins Student Association
will give an all-college dance at however, that "we have reached
Dubsdread Country Club Saturday the end of the (movement away
fix>m the aj-ts and letters and tonight. May 1.
This dance is to entertain the ard the social sciences, and that
delegates of the Florida Press and such important traditional studies
philosophy and classics may
Government Association, who are
1 show an increased enrollmeeting here this week-end.
ment."

Professors to Meet Ruth Melcher And
At President Holt's Jane Richards Are
On Tuesday evening, April 27, at
Initiated Saturday

the home of Dr. Holt there will
be a meeting of Pi-ofessors teadiing subjects dealing with Human
Relations.
The purpose of the meeting will
be to discuss plans for the coming
school year.

Delta Epsilon of Kappa Kappa
Gamma announces the initiation of
Ruth Elizabeth Melcher of Winter
Park, and Jane Richards of Garden City, L. I., N. Y., Saturday,
April 24.

SAND SPUR
NOTICE TO SENIORS
All seniors wishing to submit
a Litany to be used in the Baccalaureate Service ai'e requested to hand them in to Dean
Campbell as soon

STUDENTS AND
FACULTY HOLD
PEACE STRIKE

Trend Toward Social
Sciences is Marked
By Harvard Check-up

All-College Dance
Will Be Given On
Saturday Evening

ROLLINS

NOW AND THEN

Fun m the "Gay Nineties" at
Rollins College. Rex Beach, the
young man at the extreme right
in the group pitcure, is apparently
enjoying a bit of horseplay at the
expense of a fellow student. The
way Mr. Beach looks today is
shown in the photograph below.

RoHins Participates In Nation-Wide Rally For
Peace Action
TALK

Program Commences at 9 A Is Violoncellist From ConM. On Friday
servatory
WITH

D A N C E SIEWERT W I L L

On Friday and Saturday, April
30 and May 1, the joint annual
meeting of the Florida Student and
Govei-nment Press Associations
will be held at Rollins College. The
program of activities for the two
; commences at 9 A. M. Fi-i
day morning, when the represen
tatives will register at Carnegie
Hall, followed by a meeting of the
officei-s of l^e two organizations.
At 10 A. M. at the first formal
meeting of the session, at which
Bryant Prentice will preside, Dean
Enyart will give the address
welcome. Prof, Wattles will speak
on the subject, "Student Writing
in Student Affairs". For the remainder of the m^orning there will
be separate meetings of the two
associations with Mary Jeanne McKay of Florida State Women's College presiding at the group m^eeting of the Florida Student Government Association and Robert Van
Beynum presiding at the group
meeting of the Florida Inter-Collegiate Press Association.
At 1 o'clock a luncheon will be
given at which Dr. Burton is to
speak on "The Possibilities of Education Through the Motion Picture". Following the limcheon the
afternoon session beginning at 2
P. M. includes a joint meeting over
which Dr. Grover will preside. The
subject of the meeting will be "The
Place of the Coliimn in the College Newspajwr" with Steven Bamberger and Fred Liberman student
speakers. The two groups will resume their separate meetings at
2:45 P. M. with committee meetings at 3:30 completing the business of the day.
President Holt will be the speaker at a dinner to be given at 7:00
P. M. His subject is "From Editor
to College President". Following

BY HOLT

Meeting Held In Annie Russell Theatre

CONVENTION TO BE BLACHLy TO PLUY
HELDONWEEK-ENO AT VESPERS TODAY
ENDS

GIVEN

PLAY

The soloist to appear on the Organ Vesper pi-ogram this aftemoon
at 5 o'clock is Frederick Blachly,
student violoncellist. Mr. Herman
F. Siewert, organist, will play the
popular "Largo", from Dvorak's
Sympony "The New World".
The program will be as follows:
1. Son ata No, 5, Mo ve men t I
(Rheinberger), Grave;
Allegro
moderato.
2. Largo (Dvorak), from Symphony "The New World".
3. Serenade (Pierne).
4. Solo hy BVederick Blachly,
violoncellist.
5. Claire de Lxme (Debussy).
6. By the Waters of Minnetonka (Lieurance).
7. Polonaise in A flat (Chopin).
the dinner there will be a dance at
the Kappa Alpha House.
The program for Saturday is a
joint meeting at 10 A. M. with
Dean Anderson presiding. The
speaker, Alfred J. Hanna, will discuss "The Rollins Plan". The remainder of the morning will be devoted to separate meetings.
The main event in the afternoon
prograim is the Eighteenth Annual
Interscholastic Swimming Meet.
Exhibitions will be given by Miss
Katherine Rawls and Ralph Flanagan.
In the evening a dinner honoring Mr. Rex Beach will be given
at the Coimtry Club of Orlando.
The speakers of the evening are to
be Mr. Beach, President Holt and
Dr. Charles Northern. An all-college dance given by the Student
Association at Dubsdr^d Country
Club will complete the program
of the two-day meeting.

Students and faculty of Rollins
College participated in the nationwide demonstration for world peace
action by attending an assembly in
the Annie Russell Theatre Thursday morning to hear ^dresses by
President Hamilton Holt and a
group of students associated with
the work of the Rollins Peace Society. About 100 attended the assembly.
Dr. Holt, founder of several
peace organisations and one of the
originators of the world peace
movement in the United States,
gave an inspirational talk in which
he urged group action by the students in identifying themselves
with peace movements.
"If you really mean business,"
he declared, "you must be prepared
to make great saciifices. If you do
not, you can look foi-wai-d to another world war which will make
the war of 20 years ago look like
Heaven in comparison."
Dr. Holt pointed out that students who have enough sxui)lus
time over and above the job of
making a living and creating a
home can consider entering three
"realms of justice". These he explained were: 1, the economic problem of just distribution of wealth;
2, the race problem of how two or
more races can live in harmony and
happiness in the same neighborhood; and 3, the peace problem.
Of these he defined the peace
problem as the "easiest" because
its elements can be defined. Quoting Kant, Dr. Holt said that "we
never have universal peace
until the world is jwlitically organized and the world can never be
•ganized politically until the people themselves rule and there is
international good-will."
World organization, he explained, enthrones law and assures
tice. And justice, he added, is
prerequisite for peace.
Until you 'have justice,"
Holt declared, "you will not have
peace." Dr. Holt closed by urging the students to take as promi
nent a part as jwssihle in world
peace action by affiliating them
selves not only w t h peace groups
in doing all they possibly

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

Nebulae is One of Most
Puzzling Mysteries Today
By BRUCE McCREARY
Of all the mysteries that surround the astronomer today, perhaps
the most puzzling is that of the nebulae. Nearly a million of these
i:trange objects are known, from the huge "horse head" in Orion to
:nany just barely visible in the largest of telescopes. The most disputed point about them is whether or not they lie in our stellar syszem. Are they the outposts of our own galaxy, or are they galaxies
themselves, lying far distant in space, entirely independent of each
other, except for their beir^ part of the heavenly family?
The "horse head" nebula, in
Orion, is perhaps one of the most
interesting objects in the sky. It
isible to the naked eye as the
middel star in the sword of Orion;
it may be seen thousands of tiny
points of light, forming a lumi; cloud, dotted with lai^er or
closer stars. There one may also
see, with the aid of a moderately
powerful telescope, the huge black,
dead clouds of gas, the curtains of
the heavens. The nebula in Andromeda is equally as interesting,
if not as easily visible. Just what
e these nebulae ?
That's the question. The astronomer with the aid of his telescopes,
specti-oscopes, and interferometers
has done his best to answer. The
most probable theory is simply
Our system of stars, sun,
planets, comets and satellites is
just one of millions of such systems rotating in space, traveling
tt a terrific rate in the general diection of the constellation Lyra,
aore particularly, toward the star
lega, in that constellation. This
does not mean that Vega is not
traveling also, it simply means
that Vega is, as it were, the radiator cap of our celestial vehicle.
Just where we are going, or where
there is to go, no one knows. But
are not alone in our journey.
All the other galaxies are traveling also, but not in the same direction. Just as each body in our
galaxy seems to be traveling
out from a point near the center,
re all the galaxies in outer
space traveling outward, so that
seem to have an eternally expanding universe, grow imonensely larger every second, expanding
into everlasting space! Our part
this scheme is extremely small.
And as yet, we do not know that

we have reached the limit of the
universe. It, may be that this
whole group of some million galaxies is merely a unit in a larger
unit, and so on, "ad infinitum"!
The imagination is pitifully inadequate to picture the immense universe of which we are a part; it
staggei-s one merely to think of
short distances such as that of the
earth to the sun, what can we hope
to do with stellar distances ?
And yet, insignificant as man is,
he seems to occupy a unique place
in the cosmos we call existence.
Through careful measurements it
has been found that man is in the
middle of the scale according to
size. That is, calling the average
height of man as one, the largest
objects in our knowledge, the giant
suns as they are called, are almost
exactly as many times bigger than
man as the smallest objects, the
atoms, are smaller. This seems an
incredible fact. Man, the only object who has been given the power
to reason scientifically, is in the
middle of the scale. Too big to see
atoms, too small to realize the immensity of stars. And yet he
keeps on, way over his head in
things he can't understand, groping- grouping, for the least ray of
light to entice him to m:ore dai'kness, powerless if the largest or
the smallest of his objects of study
should get loose, powerless to protect himself from the star or the
the atom. The future may bring
an answer to all the quests of mankind, but let us hope not, for what
an uninteresting world it would be
if there were nothing left to dis-

Maybe the new Chemistry Club
an figure this one out—
First Frosh: What do we breathe
a the daytime ?
Second Frosh: Oxygen.
F. F.: And what do we breathe
t night?
S. F.: Nightrogen.
—The Hyphen.

as individuals to make the world
peace-conscious..
Stuoents who spoke briefly on
the program, were George M. Waddell, Greenfield, O., chairman; A.
King MacRury, Manchester, N. H.;
Miss M. Perry Oldham, Albany,
N. Y.; Miss Isobel itodgers, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Miss Grace Terry,
Tampa; John Makemson, Fort
Lauderdale; Miss Carol Valentine,
Stafford Springs, Conn., and Miss
Marita A. Stueve, Mount Vernon,
N. Y.

Office Equipment
Business Stationery
Loose Leaf
Shaeffer and Eversharp
pens
Artist Materials
Typewriters
Philatelic Supplies

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
19 E. Pine St., Orlando
Phone 4822

O'NEAL-BRANCH
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Water Meet
in your old bathing suit!
LET US SHOW YOU THE
NEW

MIXE5.

"Jantzens"

Whips,
[xtracts

R.F. LEEDY CO.

Send
Washed - Polished- Greased
YOUR MOTHER'S DAY
GREETINGS

Baggett's Standard Station

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN

COME TO

POSTAL TELEGRAPH
Select composed messages or send one of your own of
15 words for 35 cents.

25 cents
You may also send money, flowers, candy, books, or other gifts by
Postal Telegraph Money Order

WHAT A WORKER

Newcomers Shell Station
AND RUBBER UP WITH
GOODYEAR TIRES!

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS

_ _

Thames'

— -

MARKETESSEN

Modem women won't waste time
with the kitchen-drudge jobs wjiidi
this
Electric
Mxier-ExtractorWhipper does so magically! Here
is a kitchen^helper which demands
a place in every modernly equipped
home. Priced so you need not
hesitate to buy it. And want it,
you will. Immediately ou see it
— try it! — here.

when you want . „ .
Wherever you see it, you
can be sure of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice
cream.
Join the Sealtest Saturday night
Radio Party—8 P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC

The Bennett Electric
Shop
242 E. Park Ave.

AND

Salt air and water are very injurious to your car's
paint job.
HAVE YOUR CAR

DRY CLEANING CO.

Washed — Polished — Greased

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick GiUespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

AMERICAN LAUNDRY

AT

after that trip to the beach
Phone 115

THE
mission to the mysterious "land of Stacks".
Personally speaking, we have not found it
Students necessary but if the Guardians of the Gates
remain firm, this little card may easily be
obtained by merely signing an insignificant
slip, which, in turn, is to be signed by a memESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E
ber of the Faculty. The said slip is received
EDITORIAL
from and returned to the Librarian, and this
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, weUconcludes the initiation activities. The
rjunded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
"Gates" are opened. Go in and reap some
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vicof the benefits.
torious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully
attractive and extensive in
culation: all these will be found ufon
investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities of the
What has happened to the Eollins Student
SANDSPUR.
Players? Until this year they loomed large
on the Rollins horizon. They were t l ^ out1935
Member
1936
standing and essential dramatists of the colPtesocided GDlle6iafe Press
lege. This year they have been pushed into
Distributor of
the periphery of our dramatic consciousness.
Every now and then they have turned up
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce undaunted amid the plethora of productions,
professional, semi-professional, replete with
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
imported and professional talent. They have
been v/elcomed as ever with enthusiasm and
Publication Office:
Fairbanks Avenue
interest. Their achievements are worthy
at Interlachen
to be ranked with those of other years. But
T E L E P H O N E 187
we don't hear about them any more. They
are no longer on the front page. The attenNational Adevrtising Repri
tion of the public has been turned to another
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
group of actors, the Annie Russell Company;
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
quite naturally, because this group is composed of persons with more experience and
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in thc training and has on several occasions made
United States $1.60 a term (12 weeks), $2.60 foi
use of professional actors. Publicity has
tWo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
been given to this group rather than to the
student company. And this has been no
slight handicap to the Student Players and
act of Marcli
their director.
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DO CLOTHES MAKE THE ENGLISHMAN?

Astronomical
Question Box

by Undergraduate
of Rollins.

by
Dr. Phyllis Hayford Hutchings
Question: What are meteors and
comets ?
Answer: Everyone has seen the
briei flashes of light on clear,
moonless nights, which are generally called shooting stars. These
bodies which cause the flashes,
while moving freely through space
are called meteors. While pursuing their paths around the Sun.
many come close enough to be
caught by the Earth's gravitational
attraction and fall toward it. On
contact with the friction of the
Earth's atmosphere, they become
red and white hot, and flash
brightly. The majority of these
bodies are dust and i"ock particFes,
so tiny that they ai-e completely
burned up in their passage through
the air. These are tlie brief shooting stars. The larger meteors are
able to pass completely through
tho atmosphere without being consumed, and fall upon the Earth as
meteorites. Two of the most famous caused Meteor Crater in
Arizona and dammed a large Siberian river.
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Astronomically, meteora are very
important for they are our only
visitors from in ter-planetary, and
even very rarely, from
interstellar space. The recovered meteorites, with their rock or iron and
nickel make-up, give us direct
proof to our indirectly acquired
knowletlge of the composition of
bodies outside the Earth.
A comet is a less transitorj- body.
It appeai-s in the sky as a hazy
glow with a star-like nucleus, usually accompanied by a hazy tail.
comet itself is an aggregation
>cks, dust, and gas, loosely
bound together by mutual gravitation travelling around the sun
through frictionless space. Though
reflected sunlight accounts for the
main part of the cometary light,
the comet is practically self-luminous when near the Sun. At thia
time it also loses pai't of its matter, especially the finer particles,
and these pursue their independent
way around the Sun. Eventually,
the comet is so disrupted that it
is too disbursed to be seen. The
lost matter are the meteors, great
swarms of which have definitely
been related to formerly brilliant
comets.

In previous years the Annie Russell Series
has confined itself to one dramatic produc-,
tion a year. Otherwise it has sponsored programs of a different type. Primarily t h e ,
exponents of the drama in the theatre were
the students. This emphasis seems to us
the desirable one. The Theatre is the students' theatre. The productions which are
staged there should be in the main student
Ha
productions
emanating directly from student
Betty Mey . Richard Lee, Wil
Marcelle
HanPerry Oldham,
,!-•
liam
Davis,
Fred
Liberman, Seymou] life and a most important feature of it.
Ballard, George Full'
Fuller. Alfred McCreary.
Other productions such as have been put on
By KING MacRURY
Pri;
this eek are aj)roix)s.
REPORTERS
this year, although they may reach a higher
We suggest two pairs of slippers
ly Showalter,
Carl Jam*
HoW' standard, should for that very reason be
Brown,
Jack Ri Nan Poeler,
Whiteley,
We
stopped
short
in
the
tracks that we were making toward Bean- t our ballerinas, Jerry Wachtell
loldsm
rge Fuller, Wend
Sdwards, Wi
Goldsmith,
George
Fuller,' Wendel
Arthu
ell, Fentress
Gard- curtailed lest they hamper the activities and. ery very early the other morning to note a startled and amused mob and Hildegarde Rees, for their
opportunities of the Student Players. We gathered in the Pinehurst vicinity. Seized upon by that all-too-typical shame footed mazurka at the fiesASSISTANTS
Malcolm Whitelaw, Nan Poeller, Priscilla Smith, Louis hope to see them next year reassume their Rollins curiousity we meandered slowly (with flying feet) to the scene ta; and for the followers of Bus
Bills, Ruth Bi'adley, Betty Mower.
of the crime(?). Reaching the outer extremity of the crowd we lost Earle's roving troubadoui-s, a nice
central position.
no time in elbowing ruthlessly to the foreground.
soft corner for them to religiousBUSINESS STAFF
There, 'midst all the radiant
ly swoon in when he caresses them
Business Manager
PAUL TWACHTMAN
glow-rie of the morning sun, was it was that Jessie Steel should re- with the unorthodox rhythms of
PATHS OF GLORY
Advertising Commissioner
RICHARD ALTER
our cagey friend Brabrant penned turn a few hours later with "Bil- his fiddle. To Ted Klebsattel, our
Nobody wanted war in 1914 either.
Assistant
MORT LICHTENSTEIN
up 'twist bars and window with liard Ball" Belden and his brother bull fiddle player (whose name you
Circulation Managers
EGBERT MacAETHUE
Historians who have discarded the Sun- the devastated remains of the pil- Dick.
will pronounce wrong, we know,
THOMAS COSTELLO day School view that the World War was low which he uses for a mattress.
Beach-combers Lesh and Lons- but whom we pronounce strapprecipitated by William the Damned of Ger- It seems that Jack had preferred dale seemed to have much trouble ping—no puns intended) we offer
sleep
to
playing
ball
and
so
many have dug into the international armaking Marg-Oh Colvin pose for a sling with no mud in it for his well, but mostly welts—from the
chives deeply enough to discover that inter- righteously wrathful White Mink- a picture. Please tell us why, finger which he wounded Thurs- mosquitoes a t Sanlando^and a
law proceeded to ingrain into the Margo.
day night while slumming with this bridge of canines (here we are
national conflict was not desired by any
poor lad a brief (three hour) course
There was a gri-eat commotion in very low instrument. For Paul giving things away again), a gold
great powers when its outbreak came.
Mind Over "Matter".
the Beanery Sunday noon. Stew, Travers, impromptu town crier, crown, and a book on how to overIn one short month of conversation and
''e were startled to note that thinking that there must be at medicine man, and dramatic ac- come lithping to Weisaie Hefty
The editorials were written this week
Sandspur is having competi- least a murder in the offing, ruin- companist of the band of which we for her unprecedented gltzzando
threats, national passions were so inflamed
by students not connected with the edithat peace-loving citizens flocked to the col- tion in the form of "The Barring- ed his best Sunday shoes hurrying have been speaking, we urge an down the water slide, inspired by
torial department of the Sandspur.
ors, eager to destroy their enemies. The ton Bulletin"—^a daily, blow-by- to the enter of the disturbance. invention of a soap box attachable the tumbling weight of Page and
description of Rev. J. Groub What was it? Simply Olga "Wow- to bull fiddle which will enable Quayle.
bubbles of the pacifists were pricked and
Barrington's attempt to Christian- Wod" Matthews celebrating her him to scatter his unction with
A gallon of gas we proffer to
men who had pledged opposition to war died
Theta Kappa Nu's (Rev.
even more cleansing power. To our Ely for a trip of four miles,
because Serbian nationalists had decided to Barringrton is said to be in cohorts (sixteenth?) birthday.
After proof through investigation, we
"Alabama Joe" Wilson rather explain: we understand that so which he must have taken in rekill an Austrian archduke.
with the local chapter of the W. disillusioned us by his recent sex terrible are his oratorical powers verse, to Longwood, which is to
have come to the not too happy copclusion
C. T. U.).
Nobody wants war now.
that a great many, in fact a large per cent,
dissertation in Prof. Trowbridge's that he cleaned everybody in Win- say — we understand — or don't
A surprisingly large stag line class. We never thought that of ter Park out of Big John's and understand—that with a 'cellist,
of the student body are unaware of the deAmericans are as firmly convinced of the
Landers'—and terrified they i-an to name not forthcoming, he made
lightful and profitable pursuit of browsing blessedness of their isolation as they were gathered after the Phi Delt show you, Joe.
With the passing of tha Gypsy the fiesta. But—enough of the the whole four miles ami return
in the library "stacks".
20 years ago. And they are riding bliss- at the Gypsy Fiesta to meet our
fiesta!!! Life is made of sterner in two and one-half hours flat, and
imuch-talkedof
but
seldom
seen
Fiesta
we
can
look
back
wich
pleasThere will be people who will read this fully towards the same haven to which the
friends 'Gypsy Rose Lee' Taulbee ure t o the time we spent wander- tuff—Dammit! !J
busted.
editorial, believe it or not, with their tongue men of 1917 were driven.
and 'Sally Rand' Van Beynum— ing around the concessions on the
hope you will pardon the re- For Vosburgh and Wachtell we
in their cheeks, and, to themselves or to
Why and how did we go to war?
tsk, tsk-^this younger generation. shore. The weather was hot and j dundant punctuation—•" blushing- suggest a corps of well trained
others say, "I've heard about the fun that
those three nickels
had cher- | ly confess that we copied the idea traffic cops and a stretcher to enThe answer to this question, as Charles Boys will be boys?
may be had in the 'stacks', but this is not
I t is rumored that 'Happy Noo ished for so long burned in our (though very abbreviatedly) from sure the survival of other dancers
Beard suggests, comes only in a complicated
intended to exploit the biological urge." In
Year' Wittmer is getting a new pockets but we need have no wor- the dottied columnist who sweats, while they perpetrate their fentes
equatfon. And in looking at the equation we
deed no, it is merely for the purpose of those
plane to play with. Oh, weel (par- ries—they went for a good cause exclaims, and question marks two and trample the terpsichoran a r t
must not forget—all American news of war
don my Scotch accent) Stew Hag- and, most of all, we had fun.
who have missed a quiet and peaceful halfcolumns to the left of us. To show under foot.
came through British controlled cable wires, gerty'^ wanted a new roof on the
hour in the companionship of one of man's
To our Eleanor who is faithfully
you what we mean—we are running
that practically every American foreign rep- Beanery for a long time.
Corsage-buyei^ a t the Univer- out of things to say, so: !!???&& practicing five minutes a day for
most staunch and loyal friends—books.
resentative was anti-German, that "patriotic
sity of California lack originality, &—fffffi::fl&)(";'i!!!::;;; (') & ? ? - the inter-mural diving contest, we
Our towsled friend Homan
Neither is this directed to the literaryorganizations" continually appealed for de- rudely interrupted by a big bad po- says Bei-keley florists. The Don See, there, didn't you get a big present an hour glass (f4 the size
minded alone. The followers of Gene Sratfense of our national honor, that we pos- liceman the other night while try Juans get the "usual thing"—^three kick out of those last two lines? of those they use in Beanery to
ton-Porter, Zane Grey and Edgar Guest, will
sessed a serious financial stake in the vic- ing to break "Cannon-Ball" Curie'f gardenias or an orchid.
So did we thank you and expect to boil the eggs for breakfast).
find their friends here, as well as those who
get another one out of this:
Excuse me to go whip up a
tory of the allied forces, that atrocities were down-town Orlando record of fifty^
Cocoanut oil instead of gasoline
devour Homer, Shakespeare, Milton and
Spring is here—'we don't have Symphi
Poem.
common on both sides as were violations of five.
may
some
day
drive
the
trucks
and
Dante.
It has been called to our atten
any raincoats anyway. Well, well,
Signed " O f f .
American rights.
tion that Peggy Bashford suffered tractoi-s of the world—if experiWe would be only too glad to be the last
ments being conducted by Antonio
At the beginning of the war,- President a recent bereavement, don't
to say that the Library enjoys an overWilson enjoined "neutrality in fact as well alanned folks, we simply mean that Buot, gi'aduate mechanical engiabundance of hushed, calm atmosphere, but
as in name". In the next year, this policy her wire-haired fox terrier room- neering student a t the University
upstairs the sound is, to a great extent, mufof Minnesota, prove successful
was so modified that ihs own ambassadors mate has retumed to Miami. (Ed.
fled, and many is the time have we escaped
were treating with the British foreign of- Note; This decreases the number
Because "Good-nights" come too
to this comparative haven. As an added
fice, that discretionary neutrality permitted of dogs on the campus to twenty- quickly after "Good evenings",
convenience, there are study tables up there
from other
newspapers
heavy loans to be made to the Allies, that five. )
coeds at the University of Alabama
where one may write and read with ease and
The latest spring fashions as
American ships were sailed right through
are now fighting to have their
comfort. We believe it almost impossible to
displayed by Polly Atwood in his
10:45
week-end
night
deadline
_
_
Miss Vaughan doesn't have this man there is nothing that can be
derings
around the chapel
last
name a subject upon which the "stacks" the war danger zone. Somebody exerted
changed to 12 o'clock.
trouble:
done. It cures itself immediately
will not throw at least some light. Incident- pressure so that peace policy was changed j Friday nlg^ht rather shocked
An anonymous contribution from after marks are given out."
ly, the lighting system is entirely satisfac- and measures adopted which made Ameri- \ Joe Cannon should pay you for the Phlegmatic, crunch,
flatulent, Adrian Coliege; "Ooing around
—Boston University News.
advertising,
Polly.
can
participation
in
war
inevitable.
cacaphony, treachery, sap, jazz,
tory.
A little announcement, folks, plutocrat, gripe and plump are the ^vith men keeps me young. I startWhen the next conflict breaks out, when
For contrast—
ed going with them foui* years ago
Of course there is the question of the. systhose
wishing
to
take
the
latest
ten most unpleasant words in the
money beats the drum and the patriots play
A girl is like a can of paint—
tem by which the books are found in their
correspondence course in "Writing English language, says the Na- when I was a freshman—and I'm
the fife—will we be any more successful in
she has to be stirred up before
love-letters in the sand" should ad- tional Association of Teachers of still a freshman."
respective shelves. To the casual observer
she's any good and she's hard to
staying out of war?
—Converee
Parle
Voo.
dress
their
requests
to
"DoodleSpeech.
this may seem rather too complicated but a
get off your hands.
Will our present neutrality legislation bug" Van BejTium, in care of the
brief word of explanation ( given gladly by
—^The Technique.
Speaking of coui-tesy—the FlorAn "electric eye" detects latethe high potentate Mr. Yust or by one of which gives the President the same discre- Rollins Coliege post-office.
The enhancing strains of "The comers to physics classes a t St. ida Flambeau really has a puzzle.
Boys
like fish—suckers for
the obliging Librarians, will be the key to tion Wilson exercised in 1914 be effective?
In case of an accident who
Will our non-partisanship survive war- Vacant Chair" drift to us through Thomas College. Even while the
line.
this surprisingly simple but effective meththe sultry morning air. Investi- professor's back is turned, a per- should speak first, and should the
Montana Topwe,
od. There is a certain satisfaction gained time commercial pressure?
gation proves it to be no less than son can't slip in undetected, for he gentleman
precede
the lady
Should the nation affirm a mandatory em- our old friend, R. Casanova Vario,
from being able' to translate the hieroglymust cross the light beam and through the windshield?
A Thumb Tack Tribune contribuphics found on the little cards in the card bargo against war-time supplies to bellige- wandering desolately around the when he does a gong clangs.
tion:
catalogue, and going immediately to the cor- rents or should it again allow the President K. A. House singing quietly t o
Attention, Teachers! The cause I knew a she,
Arkansas
appreciates He drank the nectar from her lips of Wesleyan's ills:
rect shelf in the "garret" and getting the to pick choices among the fighting nations ? himself.
I loved she
As by the kitchen fire they sat,
book oneself, vrithout having to refer to the
"An Interne Diagnoses Spring For she would I die.
These are the questions to be answered by Miss McCutcheon too, Si.
The mighty pillars of Rollins And wondered if any other guy
Fever—Spring fever is a disease She told I
lady behind the desk.
those who have no desire for a recrudescence
quivered threateningly last Sunday Had ever drunk from a mug like that comes eai'ly in spring and She loved I,
There is, to be sure, a theoretical stipula- °f l^^'^
when Nate "Muscle-Bound" Bedell
that.
stays until the end of winter! But bless she
tion which takes the form of a card of ad-Exchange.
retumed from Coronado. Iron(y)
—The Inkwell.
When this malady attacks the hu- She lie.
Editor
Associate Editor
News Editor
Managing-Editor
Sports Editor
Feature Editor
Society Editor
Exchange Editor
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gOLLlNS TARS WIN FOUR OUT OF FIVE CAMES ON FIRST ROAD TRIP
Kentucky's Classic Derby Nears Again
BALL TEAM BEATS
With Dark Horse Pegged for Winnah! SOUTHEASTERN AND
NAVAL AIR
BASE

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS
By BILL BINGHAM
The Rollins baseball iteam will collide with the Florida Gators Frij l)ay ^^ Saturday in its last home games of the season. The Tars
^ ffill be out gunning for four straight inasmuch as it was the Florida
: pine which defeated Rollins in three out of four games last year, to
I ipoil, although far fram ruin, a grand year for the ball club.

Lose

Last Game of Southeastern
Daugherty Falters In Eighth
Brady Winner in Pensacola

Series
When
Inning;
Game

By Wii;.NDY DAVIS
The Rollins baseball forces, under the able direction of Coach Jack
McDowall, ended their first road trip of ten days with a record of four
%vins out o five, losing their only game to Southeastern Louisiana bv
the score of 6-2.
The Tars, after taking two
straight games from Millsaps and
the first of a two-game series from
Southeastern, di-opped the second
game to the collegians from Hammnod, La., and then continued on
to Pensacola, Fla., where they took
The swianming team closed an abbreviated season by defeating
^ampa and St. Petersburg for the second time in a triangular meet
the United States Naval Base over
irith the two schools. The swim squad will have to scout around for
the rocks by the count of 10-7.
lew material for the loss of Captain Johnny Nichols, Paul Alter, NelIn losing their first collegiate
lon Mai-shall, and Dick Tully leaves a big hole in its ranks, although
ball game of the year, the Tars
ack Makemson, Jim.my Bowen, and Tommy Costello will form a
were hampered when rookie pitchtrong nucleus around which to build a team.
er Bill Daugherty received an atKatherine, Evelyn and Peggy tack of appendicitis during the
To Appear in 18th Annual game and was decidedly off fonm.
Interest in swimming has fallen off due to the fact that RolAquatic Program
When the ball team reached Winlins was unable to book meets, because other colleges already had
ter Park at the conclusion of the
their schedules filled out.-. This year definite dates will be made
P A T T O N IS ENTERED trip Daugherty was operated on at
out well in advance for the following season. The team is to be
the Florida Sanitorium.
praised for its courage in going through the hard grind of trainSoutheastern opened up their
Gained Final of Olympic Try- half of the first inning with two
ing, although knowing that the season would be brief. Fleet
outs in New York
Peeples. swimming coach, stated that "they're the best bunch I've
runs. After Sudderth had filed
ever worked with."
out, Simmons hit safely and CarWith a preliminary entry list of lin brought him home with a clean
twenty-six teams and the possibil- bingle. Mizen brought Cariin home
Upsets have come thick and fast in the tennis world during the
with another hit.
ty that the eight-year reign of
ast few weeks. First Wayne Sabin, ranked seventeenth nationally,
Rollins tied the score in the secjumped the mighty atom, "Bitsey" Grant, in the finals of a tournai^ort Laudeixiale's feminine swim- ond. After Curry Brady had sinScene of high tempers and feverish betting is the Kentucky Derby
lent at Atlanta, taking two love sets in the process of winning' by
above. And inset, left to right, are three of this year's so-called '
ners as the best'in the state will gled Jack Justice knocked, a home
fly,
and
Court
Scandal.
•0, 6-0, 7-5 score, but he in turn was beaten by Gilbert Hall, who
end, the eighteenth Annual Flor- run, scoring Brady ahead of him.
been playing inspired tennis on the Carolina tournament trail.
BY IRVING DIX
a longer price than usual.
Reaping Reward, No. 1 horse in
High School meet to be held Rick Gillespie singled later in the
inning but was stranded.
the five-horse entry from the
Unless, of course, Pompoon,
r OOK for another long-priced
Saturday, May 1, and sponsored
well-groomed stable of Mrs.
greatest money-winner of the
dark-horse to come thunderIn the fourth, Southeastern pickGrant's defeat put a wrench in his campaign for a place on the
by Rollins College should attract ed up another marker on two hits
Ethel V. Mars; Maedic, which
1936
two-year-olds,
lives
up
to
ing
down
the
stretch
to
an
upDavis Cup team. Due to buisness he is unable to play in the
won
the
most
stakes
in
a
single
its promises and bags the boodle.
set victory in this year's Kenrecord crowd.
by Mizen and Hart. In the eighth,
coming match with Japan. Budge, Mako, Parker and Joe Hunt
season
in
Saratoga
history;
War
tucky Derby.
Pompoon, undoubtedly, will
winners scored three runs on four
Besides the keen competition
have been selected to represent the United States... The presAdmiral, a son of Man o' War;
go to the post with the slimThe 63rd running of this blue
and Brooklyn, on whom Col. E.
ence of Hunt and the absence of Bob Riggs, caused a mild sensapected from the sixteen boys' teams straight hits and an error by Don
ribboned classic of the Blue mest odds on the strength of its
R. Bradley is pinning his hopes
Murray.
tion in tennis circles for Riggs is five steps higher up the naand
ten
girls'
teams,
exhibitions
victory in the Paumonok HandiGrass coimtry will be held at
and part of his purse to win his
In the hit column both teams
tional rung at his number four position than Hunt at nine.
will be given by Katharine Rawls,
historic old Churchill Downs, cap. The turf experts went wild
flfth Derby.
procured eight apiece.
Curry
over the big son ot Pompey
May 8, and the stage is set for
best
all-i-ound
woman
swimmer
in
For no real reason at all
when he fought his way out of
Brady
made three out bf four and
an outsider such as Bold Venworld, and holder of twenty(there's no reasoning in racing,
If the matches were played on clay. Grant would have little diffi- ture, last year's winner, to come
a jam to overtake the fleet
Gillespie two out of three for Rolanyway), this observer has a
two^^national
titles,
her
sister
EveTintagel
in
the
last
50
yards.
Uty making the team as he is probably the best in the world on this romping in.
lins. Mizen got three out of four
hunch that none of these favorlyn who took three first pi;
But, although Pompoon closed
irface, Init on the grass courts on which the Cup matches are played
There are no truly outstandCariin two out of four for
ites will win, despite the fact
strong with plenty to spare, it
the meet last year and won high the
not at his best, although he gained the seimi-final round of the ing horses in this year's field.
that Derby history shows that
must
be
remembered
that
the
The
field,
of
course,
is
excel28
post-time
favorites
have
won
point
honors,
and
her
tiny
sister
ationals before losing to Budge. He has been National Clay court
Goose Kettles relieved DaugherPaumonok is only a six-furlong
lent
but
it
seems
balanced
with
—or
almost
50
per
cent,
which
P^SSy, who although weighing only ty in the eighth when Bill was
tleholder twice and runner-up on two other occasions, losing to
affair, while the Derby route is
is a good percentage.
no horse standing out to a great
rankie Parker in 1932 and Bobby Riggs last year, his rival candi- degree, above the others. Besixty pounds can swim like an eel. bothered by pains in his side. The
a grueling mile-and-a-quarter.
But it is this observer's hunch
ites for a Cup position.
Betty Joyce MacMinn, another only double play of the game was
cause of this the betting will be
that they'll finish like this: .
spread out among the various
pOMPOON'S chief rivals in the
Court Scandal, Heelfly, and • Fort Lauderdale swimmer who pulled by Daugherty and Jack Jus-tries and the winner will pay
winter books have been
Pompoon.
starred in the meet last year, will tice.
In the Florida State Golf tournament, Carl Dann, former Rolalso give an exhibition. Jimmy
Behind the effective hurling of
lins player, walked off with honors and a trophy by winning his
Bowen, twice holder of the Florida Hal Brady, who pitched to win, the
third state championship from George Bolesta, 6 and 4. Quite a
state diving title, and now on the Tars went to town against three
few Rollins students were sprinkled in the galleries during the
Rollins team, will give an exhibi- Naval Base moundsmen in chalkthroe-day tournament. Claude Harmon of Orlando won a match
ing up their 10-7 triumph. After
tion from the tower.
which went to the twenty-fifth hole—seven "sudden death" holes.
their opponents led off with one
the first, the Tars took the
Special Price
I the third and fourth inThe Phi Delt diamond ball team took advantage of the breaks and
A special price of twenty-five
le total collapse of the Theta Kappa Nu infield to smother the latcents is being made for, all col- nings with two scores in each
team, 16 to 11. It was probably the most ragged exhibition Barker Of Tampa Was Out
The volleyball tournament began Defeat T.K.N.s, Independents lege students. For other adults, S'tanza.
standing Swimmer
Hal Brady and Georgie Miller
»t the T. K. N.'s will turn in this season, but it probably cost them
the regular admission of fifty cents
Tuesday, April 27th. The Gamma
and K.A.s
fii-st half championship and maybe the Gary Cup given for the A L T E R , NICHOLS WIN Phis played the Thetas and the
will be charged. The meet starts opened the third with a triple and
•espectively. Joe Justice
t intramural points.
at 9:00 A. M. and runs to 12. It
Independents played the Pi Phis.
The Rollins swiniming tearii end
Thursday, April Z9th, the Alpha RHO LAMBDA NU LOSES recommences at 2:00 P. M. and hit Miller home with another safeed a successful season Saturday
ty. In the fourth, "Sweet Pea"
runs till 5:00.
Phis will play the Kappas and the
The Phi Delts have a very smooth functioning infield with Vicby sweeping a triangular meet
The reason for believing that the Goodwin, Gillespie and Hal Brady
Independents the Thetas.
The Phi Delts took the lead in
tor at first, Cetrulo at second, Davis at short, and Gabriel at third.
with Tampa University and
,fely to chalk up two more
There are still a great number the intramural diamondball league Fort Lauderdale girls are nearing
The team has no outstanding hitter, but none are poor. Brownell
Petersburg Junior College ove
the
end of their string is that I markers.
of
tennis
matches
to
be
played
off
by taking three encounters over the
is developing into the standout pitcher of the league, although
Lake Virginia course. Rollins
Dorothy Rawls will be the only' Goodwin hit Jack Justice home
in the next week. During the past
Lauterbach with a little support is no set-up.
ed up 43 points to Tampa's
Theta Kappa Nus, the Indepen- member of the stellar Rawls trio! in the fifth to score the Tars' fifth
week, Lynn Barrett defeated Carol
while St. Pete collected 26.
Valentine, and Betty Mower de dents and K. A.s The Phi Delts eligible to compete, whereas the i run. Two hits, two walks and an
! The major league baseball season got under way with a big fanPaul Alter, Rollins' star long
feated' Grace Teri'y in the singles edged out the K. A.'s 3 to 1 in the swimiming Hoerger sisters of Mi- error brought the Tars three more
hre of flag-raising and fii-st ball throwing by various local digni- distance swimmer, won two victoire eligible for competition runs in the sixth. In the seventh
and in the doubles Bryn-Smith only low scoring game of the seafcries, although the Senators came up with none other than a certain
the 220 and 440 yard swims
defeated Rodgers-Steele, and Ladd' son thus far- and then trounced this year. Mary is an experienced Jack McDowall's lads concluded
Vanklin D. Roosevelt who performed the ceremony in the national
5 pushed in the shorter ract
style swimmer while Ruth their scoring with two runs. MilMacPherson
defeated
Hymen^ the Independents 19 to 8.
lipital in return for a season pass.
n by five yai-ds while in tht
the national women's diving ler hit his third and last single of
Herzfeld.
440 he easily outdistanced his opThe Independents, showing a po- i title when she was but twelve the day and was brought home on
The swimming meet will be held
ponents to win by nearly forty-five
liob Feller, the rookie sensation of the Cleveland Indians durtentially
strong
team,
battled
out
Don Murray's bingle.
years old.
May 3i-d at 4 o'clock. Teams that
yai'ds.
ing the training camp grind, made his first start against the St,
have already entered are Gamma a 15 to 1 victory over Rho Lambda
Patton is Star
Louis Browns and fanned eleven in six innings before retiring
Captain Johnny Nichols
SPOTLIGHTS: The Tars play a
Phi Betas, Thetas, Independents, Nu but then lost a tough 20 tO' 19
The
Fort
Lauderdale
boys
aro
with a sore arm. However his wildness in the first inning mixed
up his college swimming cai'eer by
game to the powei-ful faculty team.
two-gaine series with the Univerd Kappa Kappa Gammas. There
with two hits cost Cleveland the ball game, 4-3.
taking the diving in easy fashion.
The faculty started off with a rush favored to retain their laurels in- sity of Florida at Harper-Shepherd
will be a 50-yard free style, a 35In the fifty-yard dash he was
pushing eleven runs across the asmuch as John Patton, who low- Field on Friday and Saturday and
yard free style, 25-yard breast
edged out by Barker of Tampa,
plate in the first inning and tKen ered three course marks in the then journey to South Georgia
stroke, 25-yard racing back stroke.
the outstanding stai" of the meet,
Ibarely managed to withstand a 220, 440, and 880 last year is al- State for games on Monday and
The relay will have four girls from
who also took first places in the
five-run assault by the Indepen- most certain to repeat his record Tuesday. . . In the Naval Base
each team swimming 25 yards
breaking performances. He reach- game, Miller led the attack with
fifty-yard backstroke and the 100dents in the final frame.
yard breast stroke.
Rho Lambda Nu lost to the In- ed the final seven in the Olympic three hits. . . Cmry Brady, GoodRollins will be hard hit by grad- emson (Rollins); second, Graf dependents and then were beaten tryouts, and finished only two win, Gillespie and Hal Brady coluation this year, losing Captain
npa); third, McConnell (St. by the K. A.s, in what will proba- yards behind Johnny Macionis of lected two apiece. . . The Tars were
The University of Miami's crack
The University of Tampa foot- Nichols, Paul Alter, Dick Tully, Petersburg). Time: one minute, bly be the high score of the sea- Yale, who made the team, in one a tired bunch of ball players at the
nnis team defeated Williams Colconclusion of their trip. . . Long
son, 30 to 12. Both teams were of the heats.
fe at Williamstown, Mass., 8-0. ball team will make its fii-st start and Nelson Mai-shall. The Tars five seconds.
in
big
time
competition
when
it
Although rather small in stature, jaunts on the road with little rest
walked off with the 220-yai-d relay
50-yard Backstroke: First, Bar- hitting the ball hard, but the Rho
irdner Mulloy, Easteni Intercolpiate Champion and number one meets the University of Mississip- event in 1:50 seconds. Barker of ker (Tampa); second. Workman Lambda Nus were guilty of ten he has wide shoulders and can between games was not too much
swim all day without tiring. He is fun. . , McPherson and Gillespie
I the Miami team, defeated Al- pi on November 29 at Tampa. Tampa made up five yards on his (St. Petersburg); third, Bowen errors in the field.
In the K. A.-Phi Delt game, almost as far along as Ralph Flan- picked up colds on the trip. . . Mced Jai-vis, former national junior Other strong teams on its schedule anchor leg to beat out St. Peters- (Rollins). Time: thirty-seven and
are Rollins, which dropped but one burg for second place.
Chris Argyris and Art Brownell agan, Olympian who was the lnnis was badly hurt in the South*mpion. 6-1, 6-2.
e-half seconds.
Summaries:
The Miami courtmen also de- game last season, Miami, a sta-ong
100-yard Breaststroke: First, engaged in a pitching duel. How- youngest swimmer on the 1932 eastern game while sliding into
, two errors, a three bagger team and who got his start in this second. . . Snooks was laid up in
220-yard Relay: First, Rollins Barker (Tampa); second, Thomas
!i\-ely defeated N. Y. U. and Har- football school, and Oglethorpe,
(Nichols, Makemson, and Costel- (St. Petersburg); third, Costello by Kurvin and a single by Gabriel meet. Pete Desjardines, twice the hospital for a night and a day
Td.
The Hurricane netmen Mercer, and Louisiana Tech.
fimped both teams by scores of
Rollins will be met in Orlando, lo); second, Tampa (Barker, Graf, (Rollins). Time: one minute, twen- brought in the winning markers for holder of the world's open diving before recovering. . . Three home
title, also scored his first triumph runs were made on the trip, two
the Phi Delts.
and Upson); third, St. Petersburg ty-two and two-fifths seconds.
H. The beating was one of the Nov. 19.
in this water meet.
by Murray and one by Jack Jus(Fenske, Workman and Thomas).* 440-yard Free Style: First, Alter
>rst ever administered to a HarCoeds to Race
tice. . . Curray Brady continues to
Time: two minutes, thirty-five and (Rollins); second, Thomas (St.
tti tennis team.
Fort Lauderdale also has an 11- lead in the slugging department
t\vo-fifths seconds.
Petersburg); third, Upson (TamMiami defeated Rollins before
year-old boy diver who is i-eputed though. . . George Miller has hit
50-yai-d Dash: First, Alter (Rol- pa) . Tim.e: six minutes, twent>barking on its northern trip,
to be a sensation in the city where safely more times than anyone on
lins); second, Graf (Tampa); third, five and one-tenth seconds.
I
Bill
Daugherty,
freshman
rightthey
practically jump out of the the club. . . One of the highlights
200-yard
Relay:
First,
Rollins
Robinson (St. Petei'sburg(. Time:
Indiana's four-mile relay team twenty-five and five-tenths sec- (Marshall, Nichols, Makemson, Tul- handed pitcher, was operated on cradle to go after a trophy. He of the trip was Joe Justice's steal
appendicitis Monday at the will probably exhibit his wares at of home. . . This week-end's series
ute, fifty and two-fifths seconds.
anchored by Don Lash set a new
Diving: First, Nichols (Rollins);
with Florida will be the first major
Sam Pi-ancis, left-handed Kan- world's record for the distance of econd, Fenske (St. Petersburg); Graf, and Barber); third, St. Florida Sanatorium in Orlando. He the meet.
Another special feature will be games of the season for the Tars.
Petei-sburg (Thomas, Fenske, Rob- had just retumed from the Tar
s shotputter won his event in 17:16 to break by one second the
thu'd, Cutolo (Tampa).
Kettles, McPherson and Hal
eball trip to Louisiana in which a race between war canoes of Rol1, Workman). Time: one min^ Drake Relay Games with a mark set by the U. S. Olympic
Brady are the pitchers.
he pitched in one game.
lins coeds.
100-yard free-style: First, Mak- ute, fift and two-fifths seconds.
team.
ftve of 61 feet, six inches.
The Tars had a record of ten wins to three loses and a tie
gainst other collegiate teams before encountering the Gators,
which sounded a bit better than e l e v ^ victories and six defeats.
However, the improvement over former years made even that
record look pretty neat. Now this year Rollins has an exceedingly gaudy looking record of nine wins to a lone defeat. One of
the reasons for last year's defeats was over-confidence on the
part of the Tars. The Tars have a good club this year and have
reason to feel confident, but should remember that the games
are won on the ball field and that reputations don't mean a thing.

BAWLS SISTERS

AT SWIM MEET

IAR i i M i e s
ME UST MEET

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

PHI DELTS TIIKE
SOFT BALL LEAD

Tampa U. Football
liami University's
Team to Meet Tars,
Crack Tennis Team
Defeats Williams
Mississippi, Miami

Indiana Sets World
Mark at Penn Games

Heaves Ball 51 Feet

Daugherty Operated
On For Appendicitis

SIX

THE

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

ROLLINS

5:00
Betty Myers and Betty Mower
8:15
spent t h e week-end in Clearwater
at the Myers' home.
Chariene Jaimin and Phyllis Dorr
9:00
went to Tampa Saturday for a
music contest. Chariene stayed a t
her home over Saturday.
SATURDAY, MAY 1
Cricket Manwaring and Ruth
10:00 Annual Inter-Scholastic State Swimming Meet.
Conner drove to Tallahassee
Press and Florida Student Government Association.
day to visit at the Pi Phi house at
the Florida State College for
8:15 Student Recital, Chariene Jamin and Edelweiss Hefty
Women.
a t the Woman's Club.
Jane Damm spent Friday, Satur9:00-1:00 Student Association All-College Dance* at Dubsday and Sunday at her honne in
dread Country Club.
St. Petersburg.
SUNDAY, MAY 2
Jeanne Gillette spent Saturday
night and Sunday visiting friends
9:45 Morning Meditation at jinowles Memorial Chapel.
in Daytona.
TUESDAY, MAY 4
Marilyn Tubbs spent Saturday
4:00-8:15 French Movie, "La Matemelle", at the Annie Rusnight and Sunday at her home in
Melbourne.
sell Theatre.
Bill Barr left for Pelham, N. Y.,
last Thursday, where he acted as
best man at his brother's wedding.
Jeannette Lichtenstein spent the
week-end in Miami Beach visiting
Mrs. Jess Turner (Ruth Arrant).
Jane Axline and Ruth Scott
Last Saturday after lunch all Later, a t u m around the lake, and
drove ^to Silver Springs Sunday.
Sue TeiTy spent Saturday at her Lhe-Gamma Phis pulled themselves so to bed.
together and started out for Winhome in Tampa.
Sunday found us awake and
Teresa Drake spent Saturday ter Haven. Mrs. Helen Race was very chipper a t ten or so. Breakhostess; she is a former house- fast took up most of the morning
and Sunday in Daytona Beach with
mother at Rollins, so she expected and then dinner. Chicken never
her father.
Skeeter Dean, Tita
Stueve, the worst!
hit the spot so nicely as then. We
Cathie Bailey, Wilma Heatii, PegWell, we ali arrived safely ate again and again over the weekgy Whiteley, Lynne Barrett, Skipough in Mars, Men-y Peggy's end and we must say that the
py Arnold, Elsie Moore, and Olga
w sti-uggle-buggy, and Algy. Gamma Phis can and will live up
Matthews spent the week-end at a The most difficult part of the trip to Stew's famous words.
houise party given by Mrs. Race, in' was finding our new home when
Notes:
Winter Haven.
we did get to Winter Haven. After
Ask Peggy Mai-y to do her
Mr. J. G. McKay, Sr., father of getting the lakes mixed up and
smooth Spring Dance.
Jack McKay, Jr., of Miami Beach driving like mad to get there in
Have you seen Cathie's droopy
was visiting on campus Saturday, time for a swim, we found the
Sunday and Monday.
"Rumpus House" and were soon in drawers ?
Tita had a nightmare and saw
Vicky Morgan is spending two our swim suits and paddling about
alligators, real ones too.
Vv'eeks in Clevela];id, Ohio, with her in the water.
father.
Skippy has found her old pep
After our swim, »ve had the most
Mrs. R. I. Bashford and daugh- wonderful steak fry ever. Each
ter, Alyce, of Coral Gables, visited and every one of us had our own
And now it is Monday, and we
Peggy Bashford Friday and Sat- fork and piece of steak to work on. are all back at dear old Rollins
urday.
^
When we were well fed, we sat with tests galore hangring on our
Betty McCutcheon left Sunday around and played the piano and
for her home in Blytheville, Ar- sang and yes, we even danced. necks and we must and shall put
our noses to the grind rock and
kansas. She has been ill and will
s t a r t to work with a vengeance.
not return to school this term. Her
mother visited on campus several
days before leaving for home.

April 21, 1937.
To the Editor:
Here is a real human interest
story: Last week a woman patient
of mine was removed to a local
hospital where a blood transfusion
was deemed necessary. After repeated efforts to find some one
willing to give blood for this woman, I turned in despair to the
Rollins Infirmary hoping for a
helpful suggestion.
To my amazement, a large number of Rollins students came forward instantly, not only willing
but eagei'Mio give their blood, and
as the news spread, there were
niany students offering ^lood that
it was almost impossible to handl
them. Tests were made up until
11:30 that night and finally the
most suitable specimen was found
to be that of a young man whose
father is a famous surgeon.
The spirit of these fine young

en and women has stirred anew
Former Housemother is Hostess to
y admiration for thfe student
Gamma Phi Beta Over Week-End body of Rollins College. For more
than twelve years I have lived adjacent to the Rollins Campus, and
with each passing year, my appreciation grows for my interesting
delightful neighbors. This lost evidence of their warm-heartedness is
only one of many that have come
to my attention. I therefore wish
to here publicly express my wholehearted appi-oval of the splendid
young men and women of Rollins—
they are a blessing to Winter Park.
Sincerely yours

DR. D. C. WARD.
(Reprinted from the Winter
Park Herald, April 23, 1937.)

Engag-ement of Berry
J. Lord To B e r t h a
Marsh Is Announced
Mr .and Mrs. Clarence A. Marsh
announce the enj^agement of their
daughter, Bertha, to Mr. Berry J.
Lord, '31, of Orlando, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Berry J. Lord, Sr.
The wedding is to take place in
u-ly

Engagement of Mary
Evans Announced To
Tea Given By Alpha
Mr. LeRoy B. Coffman
Phis Wednesday At
Caroline Fox Hall Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Evans, Jr-.'^of

The Alpha Phis entertained at
tea on Wednesday, April 21, at
Caroline Fox Hall.
Guests were Mrs. Kinsler, Dr.
Holt, Frances Perpente, Frances
Daniels, Helene Keywan, Carol
Valentine, and Mrs. Ford.

THE

ALUMNI NEWS

Inquiring Reporter
Question: Should there be an honor system at
Rollins?
Wilma Heath: Definitely. It is high time that an institution ^rith the high standards of Rollins should have an honor
system.
Jane Willard: The student should have enough honor of his
own without being put under a system.
Jessie Steele: I thought the honor system was a part of
the Rollins Plan.
Mary Dudley: What kind of a system are we under now?
Don Cetrulo: An effective honor system would be invalua-*
We to Rollins. I'm for it 100 per cent.
Tommy Pope:
adequate.

No. The present system at

Rollins

is

Nelson Marshall: Just for examinations?

Sponsors of Entertainment for the
Gypsy Fiesta
Bridge Party

Mrs. Anderson and Mrs. Brown

Fa.shion Show

Phi Beta Phi

Dancing
Aquatics
Oracle of Delphi
Fortune Telling (professionals)
Pop Corn and Peanuts
Cold Drinks
Games and Stunts
Horse Races
Pirates Chest
Rogues Gallery .•
Variety Show
Mule Cart Players
Flowers, Cigarettes, Candy
Wishing Well
Hot Dogs
Cake and Candy

Mrs. Rae and Miss Gibbons
Kappa Alpha
Chris Argyris
Chi Omega
Rho Lambda Nu
Theta Kappa Nu
Independent Boys
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gan.ma
Phi Mu
Phi Delta Theta
Mrs. Rhea Smith
Independent Girls
Gamma Phi Beta
X aub
Alpha Phi

I Katherine Lewis retumed Sun
iday from the National Aluni
j Council in*^ting at West Poiftt.
I John Baker '34 visited on cam.
I pus Sunday. He is working i,
1 Grant's in Jacksonville.
[ Bob Barber '34 is working i|
! the travel bureau of t»ie Americii
: Express in New York City.
Sally Limerick '35 is workini
I for Time Inc. in Xew York City,
I Walter Jordan '36 has a positiw
on the sales promotion departinea
! for "Life".
! George Porter '37 will graduaU
in June from the School of Desigi
j in Xew York City.
j Jack McGaffin '37 is working in
Ithe advertising department
I Warner Brothers in New V
I l"ity.
j Ted Walton '33 is raising oj-st.
[ in Corpus Christi, Texas.
I The Rollins Club of New V,
City held' a meeting la.st Wedi
i!:\y, April 21, at the Historic A
Gallery at the Barbi.wn P;.
Hotel.
The Rollms Ciub of Washing
D. C , had a dinner meeting at •
Iron Gate April li).
Miss Virginia Campbell, who ,
tended Rollins last year, has h
ill for two weeks at her honu'
1411 Hast Wa.shington Street
Orlando.

House Party Given
By Alpha Phis At
Coronado Beach
The Alpha Phis had a h(":
party at the Pelican at Coron:;
Beaoh last week-end.
i Mrs. Ford acted aa cihapei>>'
Guests were Frances Perpente a
Elizabeth Mills.
Sunday noon the girls entertji:
ed Nathan Bedell, Myron Sava
Jeff Liberman, and King Macliu
for dinnw.

. . . men like ^em
... women like 'em

Uhrichsville, Ohio, announced the
engagement of their daughter,
Mary, to Mr. LeRoy Brown Coffman of Orlando, son of Mr. Roy
G. Coffman. April 18.
The wedding will take place
May 29 in Cleveland, Ohio.

An the Big Town, you see lots of empty
packages. That means that pack after
pack of refreshingly mild, good tasting
Chesterfields have satisfied hundreds...
maybe thousands.
Way out in Goose Creek Junction, you
meet up with men who tell you that
Chesterfields a re milder.. .you see levies
ivho tell you how good they taste and
what a pleasing aroma they have.

Student Opinion
April 20, 1937
Dear Editor:
Rollins students have been criticized for not attending chapel, concerts, lectures and the theatre. All
of these "contribute to the student's
education and should be attended.
The writer has a plan to propose
which he knows would be a big incentive to increase student attendance at the plays giVen by the
Rollins Student Players.
You have all heard of the Athletic Budget Ticket. Why not have
a Dramatic Budget Ticket? By
that I mean have each student pay
a specified fee for dramatics when
he registers. For this fee he would
receive a group of tickets entitling
him to have orchestra seats at all
the plays given in one season by
The Rollins Student Players. This
fee could be less than the price
charged for the regular subscription ticket.
It is the opinion of the writer
that the Student Association is
missing an opportunity'of doing its
part in helping to sponsor dramatics at Rollins. It provides
money for Men's Athletics, Women's Athletics, Debate, Tomokan,
. Sandspur, Flamingo, and various
general activities of the Student
Association such as the Freshman
Mixer, all-college dances, etc. Certainly dramatics deserves an equal
considei'ation.
If such a plan could be put into
operation next year, certain very
worthwhile things could be accomplished. In the first place, each
Rollins student would have a ticket
for the plays at a reduced rate.
Secondly, this would increase attendance and in turn make it possible to give more than one performance of each play. Finally,
the director of dramatics would
have a definite budget upon which
he could depend to cover the production costs of the plays. This
money would go solely to student
plays produced for the public. The
college supplies funds for the operation of the Dra:matic Art De-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28, 19M

From
Other Newspapers

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
Organ Vespers at Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Senior Recital, Lilias Parker at the Annie Russell
Theatre.
FRIDAY, APRIL 30
Florida Inter-Collegiate Press Association and Florida Student Government Association Meeting.

SANDS PUR

partment. Few students realize
how much money goes into a production. Royalty charges on good
plays are high; lumber, canvas and
paint are expensive; tools and per.manent equipment are indispensabel and are also costly. The Rollins Student Players are expected
to malie both ends meet at the box
office. How can this be done when
most of the students go to the
movies on evenings when the plays
ai-e given, or attend the plays on
passes given out by students in
the production? Again I say, why
cannot the Student Association
consider this important question
and see if it can be tried ? Such a
plan works successfully in other
colleges and universities and could
at Rolliias.
A STUriENT.
Dear Editor:
Every educational institution in
the entire country held a peace
strike on April 22. At Harvard
alone 2,500 students attended, while
at Rollins where Prexy himself is
a sponsor, of the Emergency Peace
Campaign, only a feeble handful
of people made any showing.
There are only two reasons given for the lack of attendance, one
group never knew a peace strike
was being 'held, the other group
assumed the "so what" attitude.
As for the first group, they are
either illiterate and have not learned the art of reading, and were not
able to decipher the headlines in
the Sandspur, or live in complete
oblivion of any campus activities.
And for the latter, they seem to
feel themselves too superior and
their time too impoi-tant to waste
on a problem of greater interest to
the well being and future of our
generation than any other existing
today. Also it seems that if President Holt is willing to give his
time and presence to a cause, the
least that can be expected of the
student body is the civility to listen
to what he has to say.

Going East. . , or going West
. . . Chesterfield satisfies 'em.

MICKEY AVERETT.
Copyright 1937. LIGGETT & MYERS ToBAeco Co,

